WoW#4 fulsome

- Definition
- Part of speech
- Related forms (adj., adv...)
- 3 Synonyms
- 1 Sentence per form
- Come up with your own Antonym

WoW #4 Day 1
WoW #4 Day 2  fulsome adjective form

- Draw a picture that will help you remember the word "fulsome"
- Write a sentence in which you use the word "fulsome" to explain your drawing.

The boy’s **fulsome** admiration embarrassed the teacher.
The **fulsomely** tattooed man turned heads **when he walked down the beach.**
Write a complex sentence in which you use the adverb fulsomely.
Begin sentence with Dependent Clause (D, I)
Underline the independent clause 1x
Underline the dependent clause 2x
Circle the subordinating conjunction

Even though the fulsomeness of the gift basket was unexpected, she accepted it anyway.